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Grantholder details
* indicates a required field

Grantholder name *
Title   First Name   Last Name
         
Grantholder email *

 
Must be an email address.

Grant awarded *
 

Year of award *
 

Must be a number.

 
Milestone: outcome report
* indicates a required field

Project details

Project title *

 
Date of project completion *

 
Must be a date.

Knowledge production

What new knowledge, insights and/or solutions emerged from the research? *

 
Word count:
Must be no more than 250 words.
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How many publications and forthcoming publications have resulted from the
research? *

 
Must be a number.
You may include journal articles, books, book chapters, conference papers, and industry or
government reports.

Provide details, including links where possible. *

 
Please indicate publication type and status [i.e. published, in press, or accepted]. If no publications
resulted from the research, write "none".

How many additional publications are likely to result from the research? *
 

Must be a number.
You may include journal articles, books, book chapters, conference papers, and industry or
government reports.

Provide details. *

 
Please indicate publication type and status [i.e. under review, submitted, or in preparation]. If no
publications are likely to result from the research, write "none".

Provide details of any other ways the research findings have been, or are likely to
be, disseminated, including links where possible. *

 
For example: news media, social media, websites, posters, flyers, workshops, clinical guidelines, policy
briefs, commercial applications, training and education. If not disseminated, write "none"..

Impact on general practice & patient outcomes

How have the research findings contributed to healthcare delivery, policy and/or
systems? *

 
Word count:
Must be no more than 250 words.
Provide quantifiable outcomes or concrete examples where possible.

What patient groups or communities have benefited or are likely to benefit from
the research findings, and how? *
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Word count:
Must be no more than 250 words.
Provide quantifiable outcomes or concrete examples where possible.

Collaborations & capacity building

Provide details of any collaborations or partnerships that have been initiated or
strengthened as a result of the research. *

 
If no collaborations or partnerships have resulted from the result, write '"none".

Provide details of any further research and/or grant funding that has, or likely
has, resulted from this research and RACGP Foundation grant funding. *

 
Please indicate the source of funding and amount of any further grants. If no further research or grant
funding has resulted from the result, write '"none".

Provide details of any awards and/or other professional recognition that has, or
likely has, resulted from this research and RACGP Foundation grant funding. *

 
If no awards or recognition resulted from the research, write "none".

How did your engagement in the research develop or advance your research
skills, capabilities and career? *

 
Word count:
Must be no more than 250 words.

How did the research develop or advance the research skills, capabilities and
careers of other investigators and participants? * *

 
Word count:
Must be no more than 250 words.

Final comments
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Do you have any messages you would like to share with the RACGP Foundation's
donors who generously support the Foundation's grants and awards?

 
Please share any other comments, feedback or suggestions you may have in
relation to RACGP Foundation's grants and awards program.

 
 
Consent
* indicates a required field

The RACGP Foundation may use the responses you have provided in this form to promote
your research project, the grant program through which your project is being funded, and/
or the activities and impact of the RACGP Foundation as the philanthropic arm of the RACGP.
It may do so using RACGP's various communications channels, including but not limited to
social media and the RACGP and RACGP Foundation websites.
The RACGP Foundation may also share the responses you have provided in this form with
the grant funding partner (if any).
Submitting this form indicates your consent to the above.

Please indicate you have understood and accept that the responses you have
provided may be used by the RACGP Foundation for the purpose outlined above *
○   I understand and accept

 
Feedback (optional)
We value your feedback!

To continuously improve the RACGP Foundation's research grants and awards program, and
ensure it meets the needs and expectations of researchers in the field of general practice,
we invite you to participate in this brief survey to provide us with your valuable feedback.

Were you able to locate this milestone reporting form easily?
☐   Yes  ☐   No  ☐   Neutral 

Did you find the form easy to understand and navigate?
○  Yes ○  No ○  Neutral

Were the questions on the form clear and concise?
○  Yes ○  No ○  Neutral

Did you feel that the form adequately covered the necessary areas to showcase
the longer-term outcomes of the research?
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○  Yes ○  No ○  Neutral

Did you find the amount of time required to complete the form reasonable?
○  Yes ○  No ○  Neutral

Do you have any suggestions for improving this milestone reporting form?
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